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Abstract

Objective: To describe the results of the comparative study between both versions of an immunoassay commercialized for therapeutic drug monitoring of adalimumab (ADA) in rheumatoid arthritis (RA).

Material and methods: 140 samples of patients with RA treated with ADA 40 mg every 14 days were analyzed by both versions of the test (V1 or previous and V2 or updated).

Results: A good correlation was obtained by both versions. In general V2 provides higher results of ADA’s concentration than V1 and presents greater precision in the range of concentrations for clinical decisions, adjusting for the real concentration of the drug in blood. In addition, V2 allows for complete automation, which simplifies the analysis and reduces significantly the variability.

Conclusion: ADA’s monitoring with the updated version demonstrated to have technical significant advantages, constituting a more practical tool for therapeutic decisions in patients with RA.

© 2013 Elsevier España, S.L. All rights reserved.

Estudio comparativo de las 2 versiones de un inmunoonálisis comercializado para la monitorización terapéutica de adalimumab en artritis reumatoide

Resumen

Objetivo: Describir los resultados del estudio comparativo entre las 2 versiones de un inmunoonálisis comercializado para la monitorización terapéutica de adalimumab (ADA) en artritis reumatoide (AR).

Material y métodos: Se han analizado 140 muestras de suero de pacientes con AR tratados con ADA 40 mg cada 14 días con las 2 versiones del ensayo (V1 o anterior y V2 o actualizada).

Resultados: Se obtuvo una buena correlación con las dos versiones. En general, V2 proporciona resultados más altos de concentración de ADA que V1 y presenta una mayor precisión en el rango de concentraciones próximas al nivel de decisión clínica, ajustándose más a la concentración real del fármaco en sangre. Además, permite la automatización completa, lo cual simplifica mucho el análisis, y reduce significativamente la variabilidad.

Conclusión: La monitorización de ADA con la versión actualizada demostró tener ventajas técnicas significativas, pudiendo ser una herramienta más práctica para la toma de decisiones terapéuticas en pacientes con AR.

© 2013 Elsevier España, S.L. Todos los derechos reservados.
levels do not necessarily ensure that effectiveness is achieved. In some cases this has been associated with the presence of anti-ADA antibodies that form complexes with,\textsuperscript{1,2} ADA, increasing its clearance. Furthermore, quantification of therapeutic levels of ADA at the end of the dosing interval in non-responders provides valuable information in the subsequent selection of the new treatment.\textsuperscript{3} Also, the development of dose-response curves can lead to dose spacing of this drug in patients in clinical remission.\textsuperscript{4}

Until now, decisions in these cases were based solely on the clinical course of the patient. However, there is consistent and gradually increasing literature showing that the drug level measurements and anti-drug antibodies are clinically relevant for the individualization of treatment.\textsuperscript{5}

As of 2 years ago an enzyme immunoassay (ELISA) for the quantification of serum-free ADA and anti-ADA antibodies (Promonitor\textsuperscript{®} Proteomika SL, distributed by Menarini Diagnostics SA\textsuperscript{®}) is marketed in our country with precision, linearity and clinical validation criteria suitable for therapeutic drug monitoring of ADA.\textsuperscript{6,7} Recently, the manufacturer has released a new version with significant changes regarding the practicability of the analytical assay.

The objective of this paper is to describe the results of the comparative study between the 2 versions of ELISA marketed for therapeutic drug monitoring of ADA in patients with rheumatoid arthritis (RA).

Materials and Methods

We have selected 140 serum samples from patients with RA treated with ADA 40 mg every 14 days, with different drug concentrations and anti-drug antibodies, so that the entire analytical range of the new technique is covered (from 0.024 to 12 mg/L and 3.5–2000 AU/mL). For each patient a sample of 5 mL serum was obtained before subcutaneous drug administration and stored frozen at −80 °C until analysis in duplicate with 2 versions of ELISA, following the conditions specified by the manufacturer.

In the first version of the assay (V1), for the determination of levels of ADA, a plate was coated with TNΦ–α immobilized by a monoclonal antibody in a first incubation. And for the determination of anti-ADA antibodies, the samples were added to the wells with prior drug immunization. After incubation with the patient sample, in both cases, the detection was carried out using a biotin-labeled monoclonal antibody and the concentration was determined by colorimetric reaction (450 nm). Calibration curves were constructed with 10-fold dilutions of the standards (0.156–40 ng/mL for ADA and 0.4–100 AU/mL for anti-ADA antibodies), and each sample underwent 6 serial dilutions (1/10–1/10.240), in order to assure readings within the linear part of the calibration curve.

In the updated version (V2), the calibration range is larger: 1.25–60 ng/mL and 3.13–200 AU/mL for the quantification of ADA and anti-ADA antibodies, respectively. Dilutions per patient were reduced to 2 (1/10 and 1/200 for ADA, and undiluted and 1/10 for anti-ADA antibodies) and the labeled enzyme becomes peroxidase conjugated with streptavidin.

Interassay precision was calculated using the coefficient of variation. The Student’s t test was employed for paired samples and was conducted to compare the concentrations of ADA between the 2 analyses with the same version of the test and using a Kappa statistic of agreement assessed following the categorization of results. With the correlation analysis, the relationship between the measurements with the two versions of the test was performed. The concordance correlation coefficient (CCC),\textsuperscript{8} and confidence intervals were calculated, assessing the average difference over the entire range of magnitudes measured by the Bland–Altman plot.\textsuperscript{3}

Results

The reproducibility of the new version of the assay was determined by processing 20 samples in 3 different nonconsecutive days using 2 different lots of reagent. Interassay imprecision was, on average, of 12.5%, showing an acceptable reproducibility.

Discrepancies between repetitions were evaluated by analyzing 30 samples of ADA in duplicate with each of the versions of the assay. Significant differences between the two measurements with V1 (P<.001) were observed, but no significant difference with V2 (P=.139) was observed. When categorizing measurement ranges (0–3, 3–7, 7–12 and more than 12 mg/L), a low correlation between the concentrations obtained with ADA V1 (Kappa 0.14 [0–0 observed, 59]) and moderate to high concordance with ADA V2 (Kappa 0.72 [0.44–0.86]).

To assess which of the two versions gives the most adjusted values to the actual concentration of the drug, we compared ADA quantification in 26 samples of known doped serum drug concentrations between 0.005 and 2.0 mg/L. The average percentage of recovery relative to the theoretical concentration was 42 and 85% for V1 and V2, respectively, showing that V2 is more accurate and more closely reflects the amount of ADA in the sample.

The comparison study between the 2 versions of the ADA assay (n=140) gives a correlation coefficient of 0.896 and a CCC of 0.85 (confidence interval 95%, 0.80–0.89) (Fig. 1). The Bland–Altman analysis shows a good agreement between the two tests [bias = 2.0 [2DE: –7.8 to 3.8]] (Fig. 2).

In the ELISA for detection of anti-ADA we obtained a quantitative linear correlation (r=0.994) between measurements with two versions of the test. The agreement was 100% for the 16 samples tested with V1 that were positive to anti-ADA antibodies and also detected in other 4 samples with V2, showing greater sensitivity with the updated version.
Assuming the inherent limitations of this technique, with the availability of this new commercial version for therapeutic monitoring of ADA, the provision of reliable data for making therapeutic decisions in patients with RA is facilitated. It is necessary to work on the standardization and validation of assays, to reach consensus on the interpretation of drug concentrations and anti-drug antibodies, establishing the therapeutic window for each indication, and treatment algorithms to design evidence-based data validated in clinical practice.
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